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1908         Austrian part of the scheme before the Russians had even begun the
Age 56-56 negOtiations on their part.   It is still uncertain whether Germany
was informed in advance of Austria's intended action,1 but in any
case she decided to consent to it and to support her ally.
Austria had administered, and to all intents and purposes,
possessed, the two Provinces since the Treaty of Berlin, but their
formal annexation had serious importance from the point of view
of prestige, and was a heavy blow both to Russia and to the " Young
Turks," who had just carried through their successful revolution
against Abdul Hamid. Isvolsky now found himself in an embar-
rassing position. He could not afford to reveal the facts, which
would have shown him to have been outwitted in a not very credit-
able transaction, and he was farther than ever from obtaining the
compensation which might have reconciled his countrymen to the
Austrian coup. In the meantime both Turks and Serbs were loudly
demanding compensation for themselves and with Russia backing
the Serbs and Germany backing Austria, the situation passed
rapidly to the danger point.
Great Britain had no immediate interest in the status of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, but both Asquith and Grey felt very strongly
that the tearing up of a Treaty to which all the great Powers were
signatory, and without so much as notice to the Turks who were
chiefly concerned, was an act which required serious notice on their
part. There was, moreover, at that moment a strong feeling of
sympathy with the Young Turks, who seemed to have done well and
courageously in ridding their country of the blood-stained tyranny
of Abdul Hamid. The Government therefore decided to take a
strong stand on the principle, and to say firmly that they would
not recognise Austria's action until the other Powers who were
parties to the Treaty of Berlin were ready to do so. Sir Edward
Grey next proposed a Conference of the Powers for the purpose of
regularising the situation, obtaining compensation for Turkey and
securing the evacuation of the Sandjak of Novi-Bazaar which
Austria was willing to concede as a sop to the Turks. But a Con-
ference depended on the good-will of Germany which, as soon
appeared, could by no means be taken for granted. Germany had
now to decide between the Turks whose friendship she ardently
ctesired to keep, and Austria whom she considered to be her only
iim ally, and with whatever reluctance she followed her traditional
corpse of giving her vote to Austria, who desired nothing so little as
fe appear before a Conference.
1 For the evidence oixtbis subject see Viscount Grey's Twenty-five Years, I, p. 191.

